Yes on Prop 19 - Tax & Control Cannabis

Follow the campaign:

Proposition 19 will:
•

Control cannabis like alcohol.

•

Put our police priorities where they belong.

•

Generate billions of dollars in revenue.

Pledge

Pledge to vote YES on Proposition 19.
Register

Register to vote today. The deadline is Oct 18.
Shop

Check out the apparel and gear at our online store.

Read

Read the full list of leaders who've endorsed Prop 19.

Latest News
Sep 19, 2010

Prop. 19 - End marijuana prohibition, vote yes
by Debra J. Saunders | San Francisco Chronicle
"In almost every respect imaginable, Prohibition was a failure," former New York Times public
editor Daniel Okrent concluded at the close of his new book, "Last Call: The Rise and Fall of
Prohibition." "It encouraged criminality and institutionalized hypocrisy. It deprived the government
of revenue, stripped the gears of the political system, and proposed profound limitations on
individual rights."
Sep 13, 2010

Legalizing pot would free up police to fight violent crime, law enforcement
group says
by Catherine Saillant | Los Angeles Times
Legalizing marijuana would put a big dent in drug cartels and free up police, prosecutors and judges
to go after violent crimes, a law enforcement group said Monday in endorsing Proposition 19, the
marijuana legalization measure.
Proposition 19's passage in November would decriminalize an estimated 60,000 drug arrests made
in California each year, said former Orange County Superior Court Judge James Gray.
Beat police would have more time to go after burglars, robbers and those committing violent
assaults, he said.
Sep 13, 2010

Marijuana Ballot Measure in California Wins Support of Union, Officials Say
by Adam Nagourney | New York Times
LOS ANGELES — A ballot measure to make California the first state to legalize the sale and use
of marijuana has won the support of one of the state’s most powerful union, officials said Monday,
offering the proposition a shot of mainstream legitimacy as well as a potential financial and
organizational lift.
Sep 11, 2010

Time for California to End The Unwinnable Marijuana War
by Kevin Zeese | Huffington Post
Can More Arrests Ever Stop Marijuana?
Since the founding of the Drug Enforcement Administration in 1973, 15 million Americans have
been arrested for marijuana.
That is more people than live in California’s 25 largest cities – millions more than live in Ohio,
Pennsylvania or Illinois.
Sep 5, 2010

California's Prop 19, on legalizing marijuana, could end Mexico's drug war
by Héctor Aguilar Camín & Jorge G. Castañeda | The Washington Post
MEXICO CITY -- On Nov. 2, Californians will vote on Proposition 19, deciding whether to
legalize the production, sale and consumption of marijuana. If the initiative passes, it won't just be
momentous for California; it may, at long last, offer Mexico the promise of an exit from our costly
war on drugs.
Aug 31, 2010

We Are All Californians
by Norm Stamper | Huffington Post
Imagine it. Grownup Californians making a choice that should never have been denied them in the
first place.
Proposition 19, the Regulate, Control, and Tax Cannabis Act of 2010 would allow adults in that
state to possess up to an ounce of marijuana for personal consumption; to use marijuana in a nonpublic place; and to grow the weed at a private residence in an area not to exceed 25 square feet.
Aug 31, 2010

Proposition 19 is the right direction
by Paul Armentano | The Hill
Drug Czar Gil Kerlikowske, along with five previous drug czars (including former 'high roller'
William Bennett), recently penned an op/ed in the Los Angeles Times condemning California’s
Proposition 19, The Regulate, Control & Tax Cannabis Initiative of 2010. It is no surprise that
America's present and former drug czars oppose the passage of Prop. 19.
•
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Join the Campaign
Donate
Make your secure contribution today, so we can win in November.

Volunteer
The key to winning this election and reforming California's cannabis laws will be the passion,
support, and engagement of people like you.

Register to vote
We've partnered with Rock the Vote to make it easy for you to get registered. You'll need to register
if this is your first time or if you've changed your address since you've last voted.
Like an increasing number of law enforcers, I have learned that most bad things about
marijuana - especially the violence made inevitable by an obscenely profitable black
market - are caused by the prohibition, not by the plant.– Joseph McNamaraFormer
San Jose Police Chief
• About Prop 19 • Contact Us • News • Voices • Video • Contribute • Volunteer
Yes on 19. Tax Cannabis 2010. Sponsored by S.K. Seymour LLC, a Medical Cannabis Provider,
dba Oaksterdam University, a Cannabis Educator

About Proposition 19
The Problem
Today, hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars are wasted enforcing the failed prohibition of
cannabis (also known as marijuana). Currently, cannabis is easier for kids to get than alcohol.
Prohibition has created a violent criminal market run by international drug cartels. Police waste
valuable resources targeting non-violent cannabis consumers, while thousands of violent crimes go
unsolved. And there is $14 billion in marijuana sales every year in California, but our debt-ridden
state sees none of the revenue that would come from controlling and taxing it. Cannabis prohibition
has failed.

The Solution
We need a common sense approach to control and tax cannabis like alcohol.
Proposition 19 was carefully written, in order to:
•

Control cannabis like alcohol, allowing adults 21 and over in California to possess up to one
ounce of cannabis, to be consumed at home or licensed establishments

•

Give state and local governments the ability to tax the sale of cannabis for adult
consumption

•

Put our police priorities where they belong, by ending the arrests of non-violent cannabis
consumers, saving hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars a year and enabling police to
focus on violent crime

•

Generate billions in annual revenue to fund what matters most in California: jobs,
healthcare, public safety, parks, roads, transportation, and more

•

Cut off funding to violent drug cartels across our border who currently generate 60 percent
of their revenue from the illegal U.S. marijuana market

•

Protect our kids, our roads, and our workplaces, by increasing the penalty for selling
marijuana to minors, banning the smoking of marijuana in public, on school grounds, and
while minors are present, maintaining strict criminal penalties for driving under the

influence of marijuana, and preserving employers’ rights to maintain drug-free workplaces
•

Protect medical cannabis patients’ rights

California Dems Endorse Pot Legalization, Proposition 19
Posted on Jul 8, 2010
Author Ryan Grim
Source The Huffington Post
Democratic lawmakers from California are hoping that a proposition to legalize marijuana on the
November ballot will help drive progressive voter turnout, but most are so far unwilling to state
publicly how they'll vote when the curtain closes. Three House Democrats, however, tell HuffPost
that they'll be supporting the measure, which would authorize cities and counties to tax and regulate
the sale of marijuana for adults 21 and over.
Three may not seem like a high number, but it represents the most public support that legalization
has garnered from a single state's delegation -- and it signals the effect that ballot initiatives can
have on advancing the public debate over marijuana policy. Many of the rest of the Democrats in
the delegation said they were open to supporting it. The state's chapter of the NAACP has also come
out in favor of it.
The three Democrats to tell HuffPost that they'll vote yes - Reps. George Miller, Barbara Lee and
Pete Stark -- represent Bay Area districts and are the first federal legislators to publicly back
Proposition 19. Another Democrat, Mike Honda, who represents Silicon Valley, which owes much
to consciousness-expanding drugs, said he was leaning toward voting yes. "It's like driving or
drinking: We have a certain age, then you have that privilege and if you abuse it you lose it. I don't
think this is any different, just like other kinds of legalized behavior," said Honda.
One Republican, the libertarian-leaning Dana Rohrabacher, who represents parts of Huntington
Beach and Long Beach, said the he was initially planning to endorse the proposition, but thinks it
doesn't go far enough to protect employers. "I would say in principle I would vote yes but you
always have to read the fine print," he said. "I read into it and it was more than simply preventing
people from going to jail. It was that nobody could use that as a criteria for hiring and firing... If
somebody wants to hire just non-smokers or non-drinkers that's his or her personal prerogative as
far as I'm concerned."
Rohrabacher said that if a bill similar to the proposition in California came to the House floor, but
didn't include the employer language, he'd vote for it.
HuffPost quizzed each member of the California delegation, but perhaps the most unlikely negative
response came from Rep. Lynn Woolsey, a Democrat who represents Marin and Sonoma Counties
and is co-chair of the Congressional Progressive Caucus. No polling has been done specific to her
district, but Woolsey's opposition would put her in a dwindling minority in Northern California.
In a statement, Woolsey emphasized her support of medical marijuana. "Marijuana use is increasing
among today's youth, and as a mother and a grandmother, I am concerned by any initiative that
might contribute to increased substance abuse," she said. "While I am not convinced that
legalization of marijuana is appropriate at this time, I do believe that doctors should be permitted to
prescribe marijuana for patients suffering from cancer, AIDS, glaucoma, spastic disorders, and other
debilitating diseases. I'm an original cosponsor of H.R. 2835, the Medical Marijuana Patient

Protection Act, which would prevent federal laws from restricting the production, distribution, and
use of medical marijuana."
Illegal growers in Northern California could suffer if marijuana is legalized and production spreads
equitably throughout the state.
Honda, meanwhile, said that legalizing and regulating the industry would be harmful to the business
models of the drug cartels. "It would have a negative impact on the drug trade, on cartels," he said.
"You regulate it here, it's going to impact the trade because we are a market for the drug trade. They
bring marijuana over here illegally because of the market -- people want to buy it."
Dale Sky Clare, a spokesperson for the Yes on Prop 19 campaign, said that it's not unusual for
public officials to play coy about their support for legalizing pot. In Sacramento, she said, she gets a
lot of implicit backing. "There's a lot of wink-wink, nod-nod, but nobody wants to come out and say
they support it--and that's from Republicans and Democrats," she said. Polling on the question is
tricky, too, she said, given that a person might not want to tell a stranger over the phone what
position he or she holds on legalizing weed, suggesting there may be a "reverse Bradley effect."
Some members of Congress are scarred by California's experience with medical marijuana, noting
how easy it is to find a doctor who will recommend marijuana for all manor of minor ailments.
"Medical marijuana in California is a complete failure and a fraud. It's not about people with
terminal diseases; it's about recreational use. Although well-meaning for the right cases, it never
dealt with just those right cases," said Rep. Darrell Issa, a Republican who represents a district north
of San Diego.
Issa said that the lack of regulation of the medical marijuana industry had stunk up homes in his
area. "We've ended up with an awful lot of homes ruined by mildew -- not with eight or 16 plants,
but with thousands of plants there -- so I would not vote for any bill that changed the status quo
unless it also dealt with a lot of those issues," he said.
Issa, however, said he was open to reviewing marijuana prohibition, he said. "I'm not completely
averse to looking at those laws. I am concerned that we look at all the fundamentals. Just as alcohol
is not -- it's decriminalized but it's extremely well regulated, taxed, if you realize that 100 percent of
all the sources, or virtually 100 percent of all the sources, of marijuana today are clandestine. So
there are a number of hurdles that need to be dealt with."
Judy Chu, a freshman Democrat who represents part of the Los Angeles area, answered the question
about the legalization prop by recounting problems with medical marijuana, as did several others.
"With everything going on in Congress, I haven't had the chance to study Proposition 19 to a point
that I can take a position on it. I do know that current policy has led to a number of problems with
the proliferation of dispensaries in countless Californian communities. Any change in law needs to
address and fix these problems. At this time, however, I don't know if this law does that," she said in
a statement.
The Democrat who represents Beverly Hills, Henry Waxman, said he was undecided. Mike
Thompson, a Blue Dog Democrat who represents Humbolt County and grows grapes is also
undecided, a spokesperson said. Spokespersons for Democrats Maxine Waters and Brad Sherman
and Republicans Tom McClintock and Tom Campbell said their bosses had yet to announce a
position.
Rep. Jim Costa, a Democrat representing San Joaquin Valley, said his decision on how to vote will
have much to do with the position of law enforcement. "I would be inclined at this time not to
support [the proposition]. I would want to see that law enforcement is comfortable. This would be a
very significant change. I'd want to see whether or not they think this would make their job more
difficult," he said.
Dan Lungren, a Republican who represents a suburban district outside Sacramento, surprised
nobody by telling HuffPost he'd be voting against the proposition. As the state's attorney general, he

waged a relentless war against medical marijuana.
Spokespersons for Republicans Jerry Lewis, Elton Gallegly and Mary Bono said they'd vote against
the initiative.
In 2004, Karl Rove famously helped drive conservative turnout by putting anti-gay marriage
initiatives state ballots. Some Democrats hope that marijuana - whether medical or recreational can have a similar effect and drive youth turnout, which trends heavily Democratic. But the
difference is that the GOP fully embraced intolerance toward gay marriage, whereas California
Dems have a looser relationship with pot. That could lead pot-focused voters to turn out but cast
third-party votes instead. Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) faces a tough race that could be decided by
a few votes either way; a new poll has her up by a mere three points.
At the state Democratic Party convention in April, Party Chair John Burton was asked how to reenergize Obama voters from 2008. "Pot," he said, according to Greg Lucas.
The state Democratic Party's executive board meets next weekend to consider whether to endorse
Prop 19, but gubernatorial candidate Jerry Brown has already come out against it. A number of
unions may weigh in as well. The United Food and Commercial Workers union is organizing
medical "bud tenders" and the more legal workers there are to organize, the better it is for unions.
The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees may also endorse. State
workers, facing mass layoffs and wage cuts, would benefit from the billion-plus in revenue taxing
marijuana could bring in.
Lucia Graves contributed reporting.
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have on advancing the public debate over marijuana policy. Many of the rest of the Democrats in
the delegation said they were open to supporting it. The state's chapter of the NAACP has also come
out in favor of it.
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models of the drug cartels. "It would have a negative impact on the drug trade, on cartels," he said.
"You regulate it here, it's going to impact the trade because we are a market for the drug trade. They
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is not -- it's decriminalized but it's extremely well regulated, taxed, if you realize that 100 percent of
all the sources, or virtually 100 percent of all the sources, of marijuana today are clandestine. So
there are a number of hurdles that need to be dealt with."
Judy Chu, a freshman Democrat who represents part of the Los Angeles area, answered the question
about the legalization prop by recounting problems with medical marijuana, as did several others.
"With everything going on in Congress, I haven't had the chance to study Proposition 19 to a point
that I can take a position on it. I do know that current policy has led to a number of problems with

the proliferation of dispensaries in countless Californian communities. Any change in law needs to
address and fix these problems. At this time, however, I don't know if this law does that," she said in
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Thompson, a Blue Dog Democrat who represents Humbolt County and grows grapes is also
undecided, a spokesperson said. Spokespersons for Democrats Maxine Waters and Brad Sherman
and Republicans Tom McClintock and Tom Campbell said their bosses had yet to announce a
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Rep. Jim Costa, a Democrat representing San Joaquin Valley, said his decision on how to vote will
have much to do with the position of law enforcement. "I would be inclined at this time not to
support [the proposition]. I would want to see that law enforcement is comfortable. This would be a
very significant change. I'd want to see whether or not they think this would make their job more
difficult," he said.
Dan Lungren, a Republican who represents a suburban district outside Sacramento, surprised
nobody by telling HuffPost he'd be voting against the proposition. As the state's attorney general, he
waged a relentless war against medical marijuana.
Spokespersons for Republicans Jerry Lewis, Elton Gallegly and Mary Bono said they'd vote against
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difference is that the GOP fully embraced intolerance toward gay marriage, whereas California
Dems have a looser relationship with pot. That could lead pot-focused voters to turn out but cast
third-party votes instead. Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) faces a tough race that could be decided by
a few votes either way; a new poll has her up by a mere three points.
At the state Democratic Party convention in April, Party Chair John Burton was asked how to reenergize Obama voters from 2008. "Pot," he said, according to Greg Lucas.
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Prop 19, but gubernatorial candidate Jerry Brown has already come out against it. A number of
unions may weigh in as well. The United Food and Commercial Workers union is organizing
medical "bud tenders" and the more legal workers there are to organize, the better it is for unions.
The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees may also endorse. State
workers, facing mass layoffs and wage cuts, would benefit from the billion-plus in revenue taxing
marijuana could bring in.
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Ryan Grim is the author of This Is Your Country On Drugs: The Secret History of Getting
High in America
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Google Accepts Pot Ads Like The Ones Facebook Rejected
Google has accepted pro-pot-legalization ads similar to those rejected by Facebook, a spokesman
for the Just Say Now coalition told HuffPost Wednesday, providing a confirmation...

Clinton, Bush And Obama Drug Czars Come Out Against California's Marijuana
Legalization Measure
Six directors of the Office of National Drug Control Policy over the previous 3 administrations
penned a cooperative op-ed Wednesday in opposition to California's Proposition...

Dan Lungren, California Congressman, Gets Pulled Over By Police During Live Radio
Interview (AUDIO)
Rep. Dan Lungren (R-Calif.) was abruptly torn away from a live radio interview Friday when a
policeman pulled him over and told him to hang...

Rutgers Just Says NO To Pot Growing For NJ
TRENTON, N.J. — Rutgers University will not be getting into the marijuana-growing business.
New Jersey's largest university has declined a request from Gov. Chris Christie...
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Rutgers Just Says NO To Pot Growing For NJ
TRENTON, N.J. — Rutgers University will not be getting into the marijuana-growing business.
New Jersey's largest university has declined a request from Gov. Chris Christie...

Daniel Okrent On Jon Stewart: The Wild World Of Prohibition (VIDEO)
Daniel Okrent, the first public editor of the New York Times, was on "The Daily Show" last night to
talk about his new book, "Last...

Berkeley Council Proposes Tripling City's Pot Dispensaries
The Berkeley City Council placed the finishing touches on a November ballot measure Tuesday
night that would alter the city's medical marijuana laws, voting to...

Paris Hilton Detained For Marijuana Possession, South African Police Say
PORT ELIZABETH, South Africa — A court in South Africa has dropped a marijuana-smoking
case against Paris Hilton. The socialite appeared late Friday in a...

Pot Arrests For African-Americans In LA County Four Times That Of Whites
A look at booking stats for California's 25 most-populated areas finds that in Los Angeles County
African-Americans have a marijuana-possession arrest rate that's 332 percent...
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James Clark: Why Marijuana Decriminalization Should Be a Christian Issue

Far from signaling a Christian approval of using marijuana, Christian advocacy for
decriminalization signals disapproval of the retributive response to drug abuse.

Alice Huffman: Marijuana Law Reform Is a Civil Rights Issue
To be clear, the "war on drugs" isn't waged against drug lords and violent cartels; rather, it is the
latest tool for imposing Jim Crow justice on poor African-Americans.

Mike Meno and Scott Michelman: ACLU's Wrongful Termination Suit Against Wal-Mart
Highlights Medical Marijuana Patient Discrimination
The ACLU has filed a lawsuit against Wal-Mart that has significant implications for the thousands
of people who legally use medical marijuana under state law, but still face employer discrimination.

Chris Weigant: California Primary Preview
There are a few California races worth watching tomorrow. The biggest of these will happen on the
Republican side, as challengers for governor and senator vie to become their party's nominees.

Russ Belville: 'I Gots Mine': Dispensary Owners Against Marijuana Legalization
Prop 19 means that marijuana retailers become more like other retail businesses, instead of the
loosely-regulated turnkey goldmines they have been.

Paul Jury: Legalize It? Ask a Guy Who Runs a Medicinal Marijuana Dispensary
A month ago, a mysterious letter was delivered to my house. "Hi!" it read. "You may not know it,
but there's a medical marijuana dispensary within 1000 feet of your residence."

Dr. Susan Corso: Mr. President, Please Don't Appeal the Rulings
Mr. Obama, Mr. President, President Obama, please don't appeal the rulings! Use your abundantly
brilliant time, energy and focus to lead this country on the path we need to take.
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There are a few California races worth watching tomorrow. The biggest of these will happen on the
Republican side, as challengers for governor and senator vie to become their party's nominees.

Russ Belville: 'I Gots Mine': Dispensary Owners Against Marijuana Legalization
Prop 19 means that marijuana retailers become more like other retail businesses, instead of the
loosely-regulated turnkey goldmines they have been.
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